RollMatic
Garage Doors

SUPERIOR DESIGN
OUTSTANDING INNOVATION

Features
DOUBLED SKINNED INSULATED
GARAGE DOORS
In comparison to the rigid ribbed profiles of competing roller doors, the smooth surface profile of the RollMatic
looks modern and elegant. The aluminium panels have a high-quality coating on the inside and outside of
the door surface making it easy to clean. Furthermore, the hollow space of the profile is evenly filled with
polyurethane rigid foam for quiet door travel and insulation.

COMPACT ROLLER GARAGE DOOR
The compact roller RollMatic is the best
choice if the ceiling area of the garage
should remain free. The door curtain
compactly winds up into the lintel of
the door opening, thus allowing you
to use the ceiling for lamps or as an
additional storage space. The RollMatic
is also available as an external roller
garage door for ideal situations with little
internal side room.

SPACE-SAVING OVERHEAD
GARAGE DOOR

RELIABLE AUTOMATIC
SAFETY CUT-OUT

For garages with a particularly low
headroom, the overhead garage door
option RollMatic OD is especially
suitable. The door curtain is guided up
and under the ceiling through narrow
side guides. Due to the space-saving,
lateral operator the RollMatic OD has
a required headroom of only 60 mm.

The integrated counterbalance systems in the side guides supports the
operating system during the opening
and closing of the door and prevents
damage to the opening system. The
multiple spring assemblies and the
double lifting cables prevent the door
leaf from crashing to the floor in every
position. In case of emergency, such
as a power outage, this assists with
opening the door easily by hand.

ROLLMATIC

ROLLMATIC OD

The RollMatic features a wide variety of innovative details with a single
objective: providing you with security and comfort. From the particularly
simple fitting through to the sophisticated safety patents, this concept runs
through all aspects of the product.

The RollMatic OD is a garage door system well suited for particularly low
headroom areas. The door curtain is guided up and under with the ceiling
by narrow track guides. This option requires only 60mm of headroom and is
exceptionally space saving.

Available in two space saving options, the RollMatic roller door system is
the best choice if you wish to keep the ceiling free. The garage door curtain
winds up into a cylindrical shape either internally or externally of the garage
wall. This allows the use of the ceiling for storage or lighting fixtures.

SMOOTH DOOR TRAVEL

THE SOLUTION FOR AREAS
WITH A LACK OF INTERIOR
SIDEROOM

SEALED ON ALL SIDES

INTEGRATED COUNTERBALANCE

SPACE-SAVING
OPERATOR
FITTING
VARIABLE OPENING
SYSTEM POSITIONS

TENSION SPRING
CLADDING
WITH VISION
SECTIONS

SECURED
RELEASE

PRACTICAL INNOVATION.
INTUITIVE SOLUTIONS.

MATCHING SOLUTIONS,
GREAT APPEARANCE.
MATCHING SIDE DOOR
FOR EVERY ROLLMATIC DOOR
At Hörmann, side doors are given just as much consideration as the
garage door system, as the overall appearance is only perfect if the
side door matches the roller garage door. Therefore the NT 60 side
door is available in all surface finishes and colours. The high-quality 60
mm aluminium frame construction is the ideal frame for the door infill
and is fastened with glazing beads as standard.

GLAZING ELEMENTS
Get more daylight in your garage! The glazing elements with
synthetic panes are arranged across the entire profile width. The
number of elements depends on the respective door width. A
maximum of ten panels or sections on the garage door profile
can be fitted with glazing elements in each door.

INTERNAL VIEW

VENTILATION GRILLES
Ventilation of your garage improves the room climate and
prevents mould. Ventilation grilles are made of long-lasting
plastic and arranged across the entire door width. Each door
can be equipped with a maximum of ten panels or sections with
ventilation elements.

EXTERNAL VIEW

LEVER HANDLE SET AS STANDARD

CONTEMPORARY THINKING
TIMELESS STYLE
RollMatic
Garage Doors
Colour
& Finishes
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DECOGRAIN
A. Golden Oak / B. Rosewood
The two Decograin decors in the colours Golden Oak and
Rosewood have a convincingly real timber look. A special
abrasion-resistant surface protection preserves the UV-resistant
plastic film coating on the profiles over a long time.

ROLLER GARAGE DOOR ROLLMATIC
To create a uniform appearance, the side guides as well as the
lintel and barrel casing are supplied in a matching Decograin
decor. The Decograin surface finish is not available for external
roller garage doors.

Your perfect garage door may be elegant, bold or perhaps
just harmonise with its environment. Every 4D product is designed
to help your home make a unique statement that reflects your
individual style. Of course, the engineering is crucial as well and
that is why 4D doors are manufactured with an uncompromising
focus on safety, strength and innovation. We are here to provide
solutions for every requirement.

OVERHEAD GARAGE DOOR ROLLMATIC OD
The side guides and the fascia panel are powder-coated in the
base colour of the decor.

STRENGTH OF STEEL
BEAUTY OF TIMBER
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DECOPAINT
A. Golden Oak / B. Rosewood
C. Anthracite Metallic
The Decopaint decors Golden Oak and Rosewood are an
inexpensive alternative to Decograin surface finishes. The
interior and exterior of the profiles are painted to look like
timber. An elegant Anthracite Metallic paint is used for the
colour Noir 2100 Sablé.

ROLLER GARAGE DOOR ROLLMATIC /
OVERHEAD GARAGE DOOR ROLLMATIC OD
The side guides, fascia panel and curtain cover are powder-coated in the
base colour of the decor to create a harmonious appearance.

11 EQUALLY-PRICED COLOURS
RollMatic / RollMatic OD
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RAL 9016 Traffic white
RAL 9006 White aluminium
RAL 9005 Jet black
RAL 9001 Cream
RAL 8028 Terra brown
RAL 7035 Light grey
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RAL 7016 Anthracite grey
RAL 6005 Moss green
RAL 5011 Steel blue
RAL 3003 Ruby red
RAL 1015 Light ivory

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred
colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

S-ribbed

